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CXCL-test is a method that uses the estrogen-dependent secretion of the natural endogenous chemokine CXCL12 to evaluate the estrogenic activity of molecules. CXCL12 chemokine is involved in the estrogen dependent proliferation of breast cancer cells. Its measure is an indicator of cell proliferation and is used as an alternative test to classical proliferation test.

Here we aimed to optimize this test, first to increase the number of tested molecules in a single assay and then to decrease the number of intermediate steps. The optimized CXCL-test was finally used for the evaluation of the estrogenic potency of emerging chemical pollutants: the UV filter benzophenones (BPs). The effect of BPs on CXCL12 secretion was also validated by real-time quantitative RT-PCR.

The optimized CXCL-test allowed a fast and direct assessment of estrogenic potency of molecules. The estrogenic activities of benzophenones were characterized and divided in two groups. The first one contains weak estrogenic compounds (BP, BP1, BP2, BP3, 234BP and 234′BP). The second one contains medium estrogenic compounds (4BP, 44′BP, BP8, THB).

**Highlights**

- CXCL-test optimization allows the assessment of several estrogenic chemicals in a single assay
- Utilization of CXCL-test to measure estrogenic activity of benzophenones
- Benzophenones have estrogenic activity in the µM range
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1. Introduction

Human activities, due to industrialization and to drugs consumption, have led to the increase of diverse chemical releases in environment, especially in surface water. This increase is partially due to the incomplete elimination of the contaminants in waste water treatment plan. Some of these chemicals evidenced unpredicted endocrine disrupting activities. The main difficulty in this research area is that the disruption could occur in large biological tissues, functions, pathways or proteins (Kerdivel et al., 2013a; Yoon et al., 2014). Therefore the assessment of endocrine disrupting activity for many compounds was always performed *a posteriori* either after several years of the use of compounds or because of an evidence of a health effect, such as the use of Diethylstilbestrol or Bisphenol A. Moreover, the assessment is sometimes performed after the detection of a high concentration of several compounds in environment linked with adverse effects in wildlife evidenced through morpho-anatomical modifications or expression of feminine protein marker in male fish. Since, many comity or regulations have aimed to develop early evaluation of the new chemical such as EDSTAC (now EDSP) and Reach program. Several methods have been established over the last 3 decades in order to assess endocrine disrupting chemical (EDC) activities, especially estrogenic activity (Leusch, 2008; Scholz et al., 2013). These methods specifically target several critical points that have been identified in fundamental studies in the endocrine function such as development of uterus (Isenhower et al., 1986), estrogen-induced proliferation of cell lines (Soto et al., 1995), expression of estrogen-regulated genes (vitellogenin) (Flouriot et al., 1995) or molecular interaction with transcription factors (Habauzit et al., 2007). But the evaluation of the estrogenic activity of a molecule raises several questions about the relevance of the target, the considered material (organ, tissue, cells or molecules), and the analysis time and cost.

CXCL12 is a cytokine coupled with two G protein coupled receptors (CXCR4 and CXCR7) that is implicated in the proliferation and migration of breast cancer cells (Boudot et al., 2011). E2-induced CXCL12 expression and its impact on cell proliferation has then been illustrated by our team and others (Boudot et al., 2011; Glace et al., 2009; Hall and Korach, 2003; Pattarozzi et al., 2008). Moreover, we have demonstrated that CXCL12 secretion is an early indicator of estrogen-dependent proliferation of breast cancer cells (MCF7 and T47D). The knowledge of estrogen-dependent regulation of this cytokine led to the development of a fast test for the assessment of estrogenic effect of molecules (Habauzit et al., 2010). By using CXCL12 secretion for EDC-
evaluation, Hall and Korach demonstrated that some EDCs also induce growth of ovarian cancer cells through the estrogen receptor (ER)-dependent induction of CXCL12 expression (Hall and Korach, 2013). CXCL-test is faster (14 hours) than the classical proliferation test (5-7 days) and sensitive enough for the assessment of both strong and weak estrogenic compounds.

Even if a lot of methods for the evaluation and the quantification of EDCs exist, few tests are using natural endogenous genes expression with a low detection limit for the evaluation of the proliferative ability of molecules. Moreover, due to the diversity of estrogenic compounds’ actions and pathways, numerous methods have to be developed for the entire evaluation of the molecule action. For that reason, we aimed to ameliorate and optimize the CXCL-test by scaling it up to 96 wells plate and by reducing intermediate steps. To validate these optimizations and illustrate their relevance for risk assessment, we assessed a new EDC family with estrogen-like activity, the benzophenones. They are used in several cosmetic products and they possess ultraviolet (UV) filter activities. Because of their lipophilic properties, they penetrate easily in bodies and can be found in human fluid such as urine (Vela-Soria et al., 2014), women milk (Rodríguez-Gómez et al., 2014). The diversity of benzophenone’s use makes that large amount of these compounds are found in the waste water treatment plant and constitute a risk for wildlife (Jurado et al., 2014). As the treatment plant eliminates only partially these compounds, they are found to high concentration (up to mg/L) in rivers all over the world (Tsui et al., 2014) and also in sediment (Gago-Ferrero et al., 2011). There are increasing concerns on the potential endocrine disrupting effect of these molecules. In this study, we show that among the 10 compounds evaluated, all have an estrogenic activity.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials

Actinomycin D, benzophenone (BP), bovin serum albumin (BSA), 17-β-estradiol (E2), 17-α-ethynl-estradiol (EE2), 2,4-dihydroxy-benzophenone (BP1), genistein (Gen), 2,2',4,4'-tetrahydroxy-benzophenone (BP2), 2-hydroxy-4-methoxy-benzophenone (BP3), 4-hydroxybenzophenone (4BP), 4,4'-dihydroxy-benzophenone (44'B), 2,3,4-trihydroxy-benzophenone (234BP), 2,3,4,4'-tetrahydroxy-benzophenone (2344'B), 2,2'-hydroxy-4-methoxy-benzophenone 6 (BP8), 2,4,4'-trihydroxy-benzophenone (THB), progesterone (P4) and testosterone (T) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich Co.

2.2. Cell Culture and treatments

T47D cells, obtained from ATCC, were routinely maintained in RPMI (Invitrogen, Life technologies, Saint Aubin, France) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, FBS (Biowest, Nuaillé, France) and antibiotics containing penicillin, streptomycin and Amphotericin (Invitrogen, Life technologies, Saint Aubin, France) at 37°C in 5% CO2. Before treatment cells were plated in DMEM phenol red-free (Gibco, Life technologies, Saint Aubin, France) containing 5% dextran treated charcoal-stripped FBS (dsFBS) provided by Biowest (Biowest, Nuaillé, France). For treatment, 0.1% ethanol (control) and each compound (E2, EE2, Gen, BP, BP1, BP2, BP3, 4BP, 44'B, 234BP, 2344'B, BP8, THB, P4 and T) was diluted with DMEM phenol red-free containing 5% dsFBS at the appropriate concentration.

2.3. ELISA assay

Cells were cultured in 96-well plates containing either 4.10^4 cells/well in DMEM phenol red-free medium containing 5% of dsFBS. After 24 hours, medium was replaced and cells were then treated with DMEM phenol red free medium with 5% of dsFBS containing the tested molecules during 14 hours. Then, 60 μl of supernatant were equally diluted with PBS containing 1% BSA. The quantification of CXCL12 secretion was then performed by ELISA (Quantitine kit; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA).
Then in order to decrease the number of cells used for one experiment and to avoid the intermediate dilution step, several cell density per well were tested. Between 2500 to 40000 cells per well were evaluated. Finally Ten thousands cells per well, cultured in 96-well plate, were chosen for the evaluation of BP estrogenic potency. The medium was then replaced with 100 µl of DMEM phenol red-free medium containing 5% of dsFBS during 24 hours. Then 100 µl of DMEM phenol red free containing treatment were added. After 14 hours of incubation, 100 µl of the supernatant was directly analyzed by ELISA. For each experiment, a standard curve was generated. ELISA was revealed with the CXCL12 Duoset Elisa kit from R&D Systems. The absorbance at 450 and 570 nm was obtained by using a 96-well iMARK Absorbance microplate reader (Biorad, Life Science, Marnes-la-coquette, France).

2.4. RT-PCR assays

T47D cells were seeded in 6 well-plate in a density at $1.10^5$ cells/well in DMEM phenol-red free medium containing 5% of dsFBS. After 24 hours, cells were treated with $10^{-6}$ M of each BP and $10^{-8}$ M of E2 and 0.1% ethanol as control during 24 hours. For each treatment, total RNA was extracted with Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to supplier’s instructions. RNAs were then reverse transcribed in cDNA by MMLV (Promega, Charbonnère, France) using random hexamers (Promega). Quantitative RT-PCR were performed on BioRad MyiQ with iQ Sybr Green Supermix (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) using primers for CXCL12, Rev: GCCCTCCATGGCATACATAGG, Fwd: CTCCTGGGGATGTGTAATGG and for GAPDH as control, Rev: GGGCATCCTGGGCTACACTG, Fwd: GAGGTCCACCACCCTGTTGC.

2.5. Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using Mann and Whitney test on Biostatgy online tool (http://marne.u707.jussieu.fr/biostatgy/?module=tests). Differences were considered as significant if p value < 0.05.
3. RESULT

3.1. Effect of classical estrogenic compounds on the secretion of CXCL12 in 96 well-plate

In previously published method, 24 well-plates were used. By scaling up this method to 96 well-plates, we aimed to screen more conditions during the same experiment. We therefore evaluate the effect of classical estrogenic compounds such as the strong agonist 17-α-ethynyl estradiol (EE2), the natural hormone 17-β-estradiol (E2) and the weak agonist genistein (Gen). Each compound induced an increase of the secretion of CXCL12 when compared to the control ethanol (Fig. 1). E2 and EE2 induced up to 5 to 6-fold increase of CXCL12 secretion. A decrease of the CXCL12 secretion was nevertheless observed for concentration of EE2 up to 10^{-8} M as previously published (Habauzit et al., 2010). Gen also increased the CXCL12 secretion. Consistently with its well described weak agonistic potency, Gen only induced effect at doses higher than 10^{-8} M. The EC50 of each curves was determined and was respectively of 3.15×10^{-13} M for E2, 2.14×10^{-14} M for EE2 and 7.17×10^{-8} M for Gen (Table 1). The first effects of molecules on CXCL12 secretion were observed at 10^{-14} M E2 (3 fold increase) and 5×10^{-16} M of EE2 (2-fold increase).

![Graph showing CXCL12 secretion under classical estrogenic compounds stimulation in 96 well plate.](image)

Fig. 1: CXCL12 secretion under classical estrogenic compounds stimulation in 96 well plate.

3.2. Determination of the optimum number of cells for the ELISA detection without intermediate steps
A supernatant dilution step was previously performed to keep the ELISA signal in the linear range of the calibration curve. In this second step of the method optimization, the intermediary dilution of the supernatant in PBS 1% BSA was removed by decreasing cell number. Different cell density from 2500 cells/well to 40000 cell/well (Fig. 2) were cultured on 96-well plates. Cells were exposed to $10^{-8}$ M E2 or ethanol, as control. The secretion of CXCL12 in 100 µl of supernatant was monitored and represented as a fold change between exposed to ethanol and E2 (Fig. 2). The $2 \times 10^4$ and $4 \times 10^4$ cell numbers permitted to visualize the E2 effect with fold change of 2.4 compared to the ethanol control. The presence of an equivalent fold change in these two cellular densities raises the question of the signal saturation, even if for $2 \times 10^4$ cells per well, the ELISA is performed in the linear range of the calibration curve. Therefore $1 \times 10^4$ cells per well were preferred. With a fold change of 1.9, this cell number allowed significantly to evaluate the estrogenic potency of compounds without saturation signal risk.

![Fig. 2: CXCL12 secretion depending upon the cell number coated in the 96 well plate and without PBS/BSA intermediary dilution. (*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.005)](image)

3.3. Specificity of the estrogenic sensitivity of the CXCL12 secretion

Two well-known endocrine compounds with non-estrogenic activity were tested on the ability to induce the CXCL12 secretion. These two compounds were the male hormone testosterone (T) and the women menstrual and pregnancy hormone progesterone (P4). The stimulation by a dose effect of these two compounds did not
modify the secretion of the CXCL12 (Fig. 3). Altogether these results evidenced that the response is specific to estrogenic stimulation.

Fig. 3: Assessment of the estrogenic properties of dose effect of A) testosterone (T) and B) progesterone (P4) by CXCL-test

3.4. Use of the optimized CXCL-test for the assessment of estrogenic potency of Benzophenones

According to our developed ELISA method, all 10 tested benzophenones exhibit estrogenic properties in a dose-dependent manner (Fig.4). Nevertheless, among these 10 molecules, two groups of estrogenic compounds can be delineated. The first one contains 6 compounds (BP, BP1, BP2, BP3, 234BP and 234′BP)
that have a weak estrogenic activity with EC50 near $10^{-5}$ M (table 1). The only active dose is $10^{-5}$ M and the maximum response is lesser than 70% of E2 effect. The 4 last compounds (4BP, 44’BP, BP8 and THB) have medium estrogenic properties with active concentration from $10^{-6}$ M and the maximum response is between 80% and 110% of E2 effect. The most powerful estrogenic compounds are 44’BP (near 100% of E2 effect) and BP8 (110% of E2 effect).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>EC50 (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>$3.15 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE2</td>
<td>$2.14 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td>$7.18 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>$1.09 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP1</td>
<td>$9.46 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP2</td>
<td>$8.29 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP3</td>
<td>$9.93 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4BP</td>
<td>$9.45 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44’BP</td>
<td>$6.7 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234BP</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2344’BP</td>
<td>$8.42 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP8</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THB</td>
<td>$5.24 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EC50 of each compound used in the evaluation.
Fig. 4: Assessment of estrogenic properties of different doses of benzophenones (BP, BP1, BP2, BP3, 4BP, 44’BP, 234BP, 2344’BP, BP8 and THB) using CXCL-test.
3.4. Validation of CXCL12 secretion by quantitative PCR

To confirm that stimulation of CXCL12 secretion by BPs is only due to the stimulation of gene expression and not to a transient increase of CXCL12 protein release by action on exocytose, RT-qPCR method was also used. After 24 hours of $10^{-6}$ M BP treatments, T47D RNA were extracted and then analyzed by qPCR. As shown in Fig. 5A, CXCL12 mRNA obtained after 24 hours of treatment correlated very well with CXCL12 secretion obtained after 14 hours of treatment. The Pearson correlation is 84.15% with a $p < 0.001$. Of note is that at $10^{-6}$ M, BP molecule did not show estrogenic activity in both assays while 4BP and BP8 were among the most powerful estrogenic compounds. The differences observed between qPCR and ELISA approaches are likely due to the treatment time as well as the sensitivity of the method.

To further investigate whether or not the effect of BPs on CXCL12 release is directly dependent on CXCL12 gene transcriptional activity, T47D cells were treated with different doses of BPs, in presence of an inhibitor of the transcription, the actinomycine D. As shown in Fig. 5B, Actinomycin D inhibited the BP-dependent CXCL12 secretion for both E2 and BP molecules at their effective doses ($10^{-6}$ M or $10^{-5}$ M). No transcriptional independent release of CXCL12 was observed and no significant differences between control ethanol and BP treatments were observed. The BP-dependent CXCL12 secretion is therefore due to the estrogenic effect of molecules and not of an increase in CXCL12 release in cell supernatant.
Fig. 5: A) Evolution of CXCL12 secretion and CXCL12 expression measured respectively by ELISA and qPCR after stimulation with E2 at $10^{-8}$ M and benzophenones at $10^{-6}$ M. B) CXCL-test performed on cells treated or not with control ethanol, E2 and effective doses of benzophenones with or without actinomycin D.
4. DISCUSSION

Since decades several methods have been developed for the evaluation and the quantification of endocrine disrupting chemicals, using their ability to induce proliferation, expression of reporter genes or endogenous genes or any other characteristics of these compounds (Kerdivel et al., 2013a; Leusch, 2008; Scholz et al., 2013). These methods used (i) whole animal with uterotrophic test in mouse (Isenhower et al., 1986) or vitellogenin test in fish (Flouriot et al., 1995), (ii) cell-based in vitro assays such as proliferation test (Soto et al., 1986), differentiation test (Habauzit et al., 2014) or reporter assays and (iii) molecular in vitro assay with receptor binding assay (Habauzit et al., 2008). Each of these methods has their own advantages such as integrated response, physiological response, specific response or fast response. Here we have aimed to optimize the CXCL-test in order to increase the number of molecules to be tested in a single assay. We also evidenced the low detection limit of the CXCL-test and that the use of natural endogenous gene expression could be an early indicator of the proliferation capacity of a molecule. This development opens the possibility to use this test as a high throughput assay for estrogenic compounds screening. This method is fast and alternative to animal test in agreement with REACH program (Lombardo et al., 2014a, 2014b). At the moment, one of the main methods used for evaluation of xeno-estrogens properties of chemicals is the ER-positive cell line proliferation test based on Soto et al. work which was originally developed on T47D cell line (Soto et al., 1986). The CXCL-test is a method that allows fast assessment of the estrogen-like action of endocrine disruptors. This test constitutes an alternative for proliferative test (14 hours versus 5 days) of ER-positive cell lines (such as MCF7 or T47D) (Habauzit et al., 2010). This test relied on the ability of estrogens to induce the expression and the secretion of CXCL12 in ER-positive cells which has been demonstrated in many tissues and cancers (Boudot et al., 2014; Roberti et al., 2012). CXCL12 and its two G-coupled receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 are involved in the proliferation of ER-positive cancer cells (Boudot et al. 2011), and is also a marker of the breast cancer progression (Boudot et al. 2014). Indeed, when breast cancer cell progress they lose the estrogenic sensitivity, the decrease of the local CXCL12 secretion induces EMT and metastasis (Boudot et al., 2014; Roberti et al., 2012). In this article, we proposed key parameters that should be considered for test improvement. First of all, we intended to increase the number of tested molecules at the same time by adapting the method to the 96 well plates. By screening the classical estrogenic compounds E2, EE2 and Gen, the reproducibility of the method was checked with our previously data (Habauzit et al., 2010). Secondly, in order to avoid the intermediate dilution of the supernatant, the number of cells was decreased to 10000 cells per well. The final method greatly decreases...
the time and steps needed for the global evaluation of the estrogenic potency of a large number of compounds.

Finally, when compared to the classically used proliferation test, our optimized CXCL-test allows an easier
interpretation of the results and the saving of time is really significant even if this test could exhibit a slightly
more expensive cost. These kinds of fast and accurate detection methods are clearly important for risk
assessment, considering the constant increase of new chemicals released in the environment.

Altogether, these optimized conditions were used for the screening of the benzophenone derivatives that
are emerging endocrine disruptors. These molecules are present in some cosmetics and are found in many
surface waters around the world with an environmental concentration from ng/L to µg/L (Jurado et al., 2014;
Loraine and Pettigrove, 2006; Molins-Delgado et al., 2016). These compounds began to be increasingly studied
because of their potential risk for human and wildlife (Kim and Choi, 2014).

All tested BPs exhibit estrogen-like activity with various potencies. Indeed, BP, BP1, BP2, BP3, 234BP
and 2344’BP showed a weak estrogenic potency even at 10⁻⁵ M. Surprisingly, the BP molecule showed a weak
but detectable estrogenic activity in inducing CXCL12 secretion. However our previous docking analysis
suggested no direct interaction with ER ligand-binding domain (Kerdivel et al., 2013b). This low estrogenic
activity of BP molecule observed at 10⁻⁵ M is probably due to its conversion in 4BP in cell culture (Hayashi et
al., 2006; Nakagawa et al., 2000). On the other hand, 4BP, 44’BP, BP8 and THB showed much more potent
estrogenic activity inducing a response from 10⁻⁶ M. Among these compounds, 4BP and BP8 were also
described as the most potent estrogenic compounds, in regards to previously published results on estrogen-
sensitive reporter assays and on the expression of the CXCL12 gene in MCF7 cell lines (Kerdivel et al., 2013b).
The difference in the estrogenic sensitivity is probably due to the ERα/ERβ ratio which is different in MCF7 and
T47D cells. Our previously published data have also evidenced that T47D cells are more sensitive to estrogenic
stimulation than MCF7 especially for genistein (Habauzit et al., 2010). Moreover, ERβ stably expressed in Hela
cells (HELN ERβ assay) exhibited much more sensitivity than ERα for several benzophenones such as BP1,
BP2 and THB (Molina-Molina et al., 2008).

Under benzophenone treatments, stimulations of the CXCL12 mRNA expression and protein secretion
were nearly identical with a correlation of more than 80%. This was also demonstrated by the actinomycin D
treatments, showing that the increase of CXCL12 secretion is only due to the increase of CXCL12 expression
and not to an increase of CXCL12 release in the supernatant by BP-induced exocytosis. However, because of the
duration of treatment (14 hours for secretion and 24 hours for the qPCR) and technique sensitivity, some differences in the amplitude of response were observed. Here we evaluated only the short-term effect of these molecules. However, the benzophenone endocrine activity is currently under question especially about the potential transgenerational effects. For instance, a recent study showed that BP3 has adverse effects in Japanese medaka and some transgenerational disrupting effects in hormonal balance and reproductive function may be noticed when fish were exposure at the level of μg / L to BP3 (Kim et al., 2014).

5. CONCLUSION

Today thousand chemicals are currently used in common human life without knowing their endocrine disrupting status. Among the number of methods that have been developed last decades, the CXCL-test promotes a very low detection limit for well-known estrogenic compounds E2 and EE2, and used a natural and untransformed gene that is involved in the proliferation and the migration of the breast cancer cells. In this study, we described the optimization of CXCL-test that permits fast and reliable evaluation of the estrogenic potencies of environmental chemicals. We used this optimized test to evaluate the EDC activity of some benzophenone derivatives. These compounds present in environment in high concentration have an estrogenic activity and constitute a risk for human and wildlife.
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